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ArtscopeFIner thIngs

spanish Accents
some of the world’s most important museums are located in the cities of spain, 
and in the upcoming months they’ll present some not-to-be-missed exhibitions.   

by lAuren sIeben

Forget whAt you thInk you know About 

spain. Images of the old country, flamenco 
dancers and matadors — the prototype car-
men engrained in our minds — make up only 
one part of the country’s tourist draw. spain 
is a country replete with art and architecture, 
from quirky and cosmopolitan barcelona to 
madrid’s paseo del Arte and bilbao’s ultra-
modern guggenheim. the country is home to 
noteworthy galleries from segorbe to seville; 
so we’ve catalogued museum highlights from 
the bustling cities of madrid and barcelona to 
the burgeoning basque seaport of bilbao.

bilbao
bIlbAo, In the bAsque country, is a major 
seaport and one of northern spain’s most 
bustling urban centers. Its defining site is the 
guggenheim museum — even the building 
itself makes a bold architectural statement. 
Architect Frank gehry designed the museum 

with its seemingly random curves to reflect 
light; the structure has been praised as one of 
the greatest deconstructivist buildings in the 
world. the guggenheim is home to a large 
collection of constantly changing contempo-
rary art exhibitions; popular permanent pieces 
include richard serra’s “the matter of time.”

upcoming exhibition to see: If you missed  
haunted: contemporary photography/Video/per-
formance, which is at the nyc guggenheim 
until september 6, you can catch it when it 
resurfaces in bilbao on november 9. haunted 
outlines the growing prevalence of photogra-
phy in contemporary art from the 1960s on-
ward. the exhibition also explores this theme 
through sculptures and paintings that incorpo-
rate photographic elements.

barcelona
beIng In the cIty oF bArcelonA is like visiting a 
museum before you even enter a gallery. Antoni 

gaudí’s curvaceous architecture spreads across 
the city from la sagrada Familia to park güell. 
barcelona also boasts its own picasso museum, 
housed within five medieval castles and con-
taining over 3,500 of the artist’s works.

upcoming exhibition to see: picasso-degas 
debuts here october 15. the exhibition is com-
prised of over 120 paintings and sculptures 
by picasso and modernist artist edgar degas, 
comparing both artists’ work and exploring pi-
casso’s fascination with degas.

madrid
home to the FAmous golden trIAngle oF Art 

situated along the city’s paseo del Arte (Art Av-
enue), spain’s capital boasts three of the coun-
try’s most celebrated art museums: the prado 
museum, the reina sofía national museum 
and the thyssen-bornemisza museum.

the prado is the most visited site in ma-
drid and contains spanish, Flemish and Ital-
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ian masterpieces from the 12th through 19th 
centuries. notable pieces include Velázquez’s 
“las meninas,” the museum’s most popular 
piece, and expansive collections from span-
iards goya and el greco.

upcoming exhibition to see: bibliotheca Ar-
tis: treasures from the museo del prado library 
is on view from now through october 17. 
bibliotheca Artis showcases 40 16th- through 
18th-century books and manuscripts taken 
from the prado’s archives, alongside eight 
paintings from the museum’s collections from 
artists including Velázquez and el greco, to il-
luminate how the museum’s literary and artis-
tic collections intertwine. 

the reina sofía celebrates twentieth centu-
ry art from modern masters including salvador 
dalí and pablo picasso. the museum’s most 
visited piece is picasso’s “guernica,” the artist’s 
response to the 1937 nationalist bombing of 
the small village of guernica during the span-
ish civil war. reina sofía also has a full-access 
library with over 100,000 books, audio record-

ings and videos.
upcoming exhibition to see: desbordamiento 

de Val del omar, which opens october 5, high-
lights the film career of spanish director José 
Val del omar and his signature plAt (which 
stands for pictorial-luminous-Audio-tactile) 
technique of creating images.

the collections of the thyssen-bornemisza 
cover eight centuries of art, with works rang-
ing from renaissance to baroque to post-Im-
pressionist eras. popular works include pieces 
from duccio, rubens, rembrandt, monet and 
Van gogh, and the museum is home to several 
of picasso’s masterpieces.

upcoming exhibition to see: Impressionist 
gardens is not-to-be-missed if you’re visit-
ing later in the year (it opens november 16). 
As its title suggests, the exhibition centers on 
Impressionist representations of the world of 
flora, which were especially popular in France 
after the 1860s, following the introduction of 
numerous new plant species in the country 
and a subsequent rise in garden popularity.   ■

(this page) exterior views of the 
guggenheim bilbao.(opposite 
page) Interior of the prado.


